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Summary

This arti le des ribes theoreti al and pra ti al aspe ts of an implemented
self-appli able partial evaluator for the untyped lambda al ulus with onstants and a xed point operator. To the best of our knowledge, it is the
rst partial evaluator that is simultaneously higher-order, nontrivial, and
self-appli able.
Partial evaluation produ es a residual program from a sour e program
and some of its input data. When given the remaining input data the
residual program yields the same result that the sour e program would
when given all its input data. Our partial evaluator produ es a residual
-expression given a sour e -expression and the values of some of its free
variables. By self-appli ation, the partial evaluator an be used to ompile
and to generate stand-alone ompilers from a denotational or interpretive
spe i ation of a programming language.
An essential omponent in our self-appli able partial evaluator is the use
of expli it binding time information. We use this to annotate the sour e
program, marking as residual the parts for whi h residual ode is to be generated and marking as eliminable the parts that an be evaluated using only
the data that is known during partial evaluation. We give a simple riterion,
well-annotatedness, that an be used to he k that the partial evaluator an
1

An extended abstra t of this paper has appeared in the pro eedings of the IEEE

Conferen e on Programming Languages [Jones et al. 1990℄.

handle the annotated higher order programs without ommitting errors.
Our partial evaluator is surprisingly simple, is implemented in a sidee e t free subset of S heme, and has been used to ompile, to generate ompilers, and to generate a ompiler generator. In this arti le we examine two
ma hine generated ompilers and nd that their stru tures are surprisingly
natural.
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Prefa e

This arti le develops a simple self-appli able partial evaluator for a higher
order language, the lambda al ulus. Examples demonstrate that the partial
evaluator an be used automati ally to generate a language implementation
in the form of a ompiler, given as input a from language de nition in the
form of a denotational semanti s.
Self-appli able partial evaluators for rst order languages had been
around for four years before this proje t was begun. The goal was to generalize the te hniques that worked well for rst order languages to in lude
the higher order languages with their higher expressive power. We have
su eeded in doing higher order partial evaluation, but the te hniques used
are somewhat di erent|and simpler!|than those used in earlier partial
evaluation proje ts.
To read this arti le, a super ial knowledge of denotational semanti s,
typed programming languages and type inferen e systems will be bene ial.
A knowledgements

The goal of partially evaluating lambda expressions has been in the minds of
the programming language theory group at DIKU sin e the rst su esses
with rst order languages in 1984. Re ent insights grew from numerous
dis ussions in this group, in luding in parti ular Anders Bondorf, Olivier
Danvy, and Torben Mogensen, as well as Carsten Kehler Holst, Thomas
Jensen, and Peter Sestoft. We also thank the guests and other a quaintan es of the group that have stimulated the work by showing their interest
(John Hughes, John Laun hbury, Carolyn Tal ott, Phil Wadler, and many
others).
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1

Introdu tion

1.1

Ba kground

A language's implementation should be guided by its pre ise semanti de nition. It seems an impossible task to implement a realisti language orre tly
on the basis of a loose idea of how it should work. Even with a pre ise|
formal or informal|semanti des ription it is neither a small nor an easy
task to implement a ompiler orre tly.
Therefore the me hani al derivation of a language implementation from
a semanti de nition has re eived great attention as an area of resear h
during the last ten years. The goal is lear: From a language de nition
expressed in a not too umbersome formalism automati ally to derive an
eÆ ient implementation that is faithful to the semanti de nition.
An important formalism for assigning meanings to programs is denotational semanti s [Stoy 1977, S hmidt 1986℄ founded by S ott and Stra hey.
A denotational de nition assigns to ea h program a lambda expression denoting the input{output fun tion omputed by the program. Denotational
semanti s was intended to be the mathemati al theory of programming languages, saying what the meaning of a program is, but nothing about how to
ompute it. How to ompute it was onsidered irrelevant to understanding
the meaning of a program.
Sin e the lambda al ulus an be implemented2, a denotational de nition
of a programming language an a tually run dire tly on a ma hine. We may
thus view a denotational de nition as an interpreter for the de ned language,
meaning that we have for free a language implementation derived (without
doing anything) from a formal language de nition. Could we ask for more?
Yes, we ask for eÆ ien y.
A denotational semanti s de nes the meanings of programs in a programming language by translating them into the lambda al ulus. The lambda
expression resulting from the translation has very large omputational overhead; for eÆ ient implementation, it is ne essary to simplify the expression
before it is applied to the program input and exe uted. This was the strat2

Lisp, S heme, ML, Miranda et . are all based on the lambda
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al ulus

egy used in SIS: the Semanti s Implementation System of [Mosses 1979℄,
the rst in a long series of systems to derive implementations from denotational de nitions. To our knowledge none of these systems is so powerful
(or so simple) that one ould onsider using the system to onstru t its own
omponents. All are quite omplex, with many stages of pro essing and
intermediate languages. In ontrast, the partial evaluator presented here
involves only one language (with annotations), and all omponents are derived from a single program, \mix".
Partial evaluation is another approa h to the generation of language implementations. Partial evaluation is a program transformation te hnique
spe ializes programs with respe t to given, in omplete input data. During
the seventies it was realized independently in Japan and the Soviet Union
[Futamura 1971, Tur hin 1980, Ershov 1978℄ that given a self-appli able
partial evaluator it was possible to generate a ompiler for a language, given
as input an operational de nition in the form of an interpreter. It was not,
however, until 1984 that the rst non-trivial self-appli ation was realized on
the omputer [Jones et al. 1985, Jones et al. 1989℄.
The language used in that proje t was rst order re ursion equations.
Sin e then partial evaluators have been developed for various other rst
order languages, but until now no higher order solution has been developed.
Partial evaluation of higher order languages is learly desirable be ause of
their expressive power and elegan e.
When a ompiler is generated by self-appli ation of a partial evaluator,
the partial evaluator is the only program involved apart from the language
de nition. Furthermore a partial evaluator is usually a relatively small program. It is thus mu h easier to prove the generated ompiler orre t (meaning: faithful to the input language de nition) be ause \all" it takes is to
prove the partial evaluator orre t. On e this is done (and it has been done:
see [Gomard 1989℄ and part II of this paper), every generated ompiler will
be faithful to the language de nitions from whi h they were derived. This
ompletely obviates the need for the diÆ ult intelle tual work involved in
proving individual ompilers orre t [Goguen et al. 1977, Morris 1973℄.

6

In this arti le we merge the two threads of development sket hed above. We
onstru t a self-appli able partial evaluator for the lambda al ulus with
unrestri ted use of higher order fun tions and apply it to some small example
denotational de nitions of programming languages. The emphasis will be
on what the partial evaluator does, in luding self-appli ation, and on how it
is done, via the two-level lambda al ulus and binding time analysis. Part
II of this arti le is more mathemati al, showing why mix fun tions orre tly.
1.2

Prerequisites, Overview and Outline

The reader should be familiar with denotational semanti s (e.g.
[S hmidt 1986℄) and should have some knowledge of partial evaluation.
After a summary of this arti le's ontents, the rest of se tion 1 is devoted to a review and overview of the basi theory of partial evaluation
and ompiler generation (more details may be found in [Jones et al. 1985,
Jones et al. 1989℄).
A entral part of the arti le is se tion 2 where the syntax and semanti s
of our one- and two-level lambda al uli are presented. The task of partial
evaluation is split into two: First we add annotations to the one-level (normal) lambda expression to obtain a two-level expression, and then evaluate
the annotated expression. A type system that assures the partial evaluation
against type errors is derived from the semanti s of the two-level lambda
al ulus.
Se tion 3 demonstrates how the notion of \type analysis of untyped
programs" provides a onvenient framework for doing binding time analysis.
Se tion 4 reports the results of experiments with our partial evaluator.
We use an interpreter for a small imperative language to demonstrate ompiling and ompiler generation, and des ribe experiments with a meta ir ular interpreter for the lambda al ulus itself. We investigate the stru ture
of the target programs, the generated ompiler, and the generated ompiler
generator, all of whi h turn out to be very natural. Finally the run times of
our experimental program exe utions are given.
7

Se tion 5 dis usses related work and natural work to follow after this.
Finally we summarize the a hievements of this arti le.
In the appendi es a S heme session shows how the implemented partial
evaluator works. Various program texts and generated residual programs
may also be found there.
1.3

Partial Evaluation and the Futamura Proje tions

The on ept of partial evaluation and the possibility of ompiler generation
by self-appli ation of a partial evaluator have been exploited in a number of
papers, e.g., [Futamura 1971, Jones et al. 1985, Jones et al. 1989℄. In the
following we review the basi de nitions.
In partial evaluation we treat programs as data obje ts and it is therefore natural to use a universal domain D from whi h we draw both programs
and their data. We identify a programming language L with its semanti
p
p
(partial) fun tion D ! D ! D whi h maps ea h valid L-program into its
input-output fun tion. From now on L is the lambda al ulus and D ontains the set of all Lisp S-expressions. An expression is identi ed with its
representation as a list, e.g., (lam x ( x x)) for x . x  x (a notational
onvention known at MIT as \Cambridge Polish").
We supply the input to a lambda al ulus program p through its free
variables fx1 , . . . , xm g so the input to the program is thus m values, v1 , . . . ,
vm . We de ne
L

p [v1 , . . . , vm ℄

to be equal to E [ p℄  (the semanti evaluation fun tion E will be formally
de ned in se tion 2.1), where  = [x1 7! v1 . . . , , xm 7! vm ℄. Consider, for
example, the following exponentation program with free variables n and x.
(This program, alled power, is written in an informal notation; properly it
should be in Cambridge Polish.)
letre p n' x' =

if n'= 0
then 1
else x'  p (n'{1) x

8

in p n x

Calling the program power and letting  = [n 7! 2, x 7! 3℄, we have
L
1.3.1

power [2, 3℄ = E [ power℄  = 9.
Partial Evaluation

Suppose now that p is a lambda al ulus program with two free variables.
Then L p [d1, d2℄ denotes the value of p with input d1 and d2 substituted
for the free variables. If only d1 is available, appli ation of the semanti
fun tion L p d1 does not make sense, as the result is likely to depend on
d2. However, d1 might be used to perform some of the omputations in p,
yielding as result a transformed, optimized version of p. We use the term
partial evaluation for the pro ess of doing su h omputations on basis of
in omplete input data. Its out ome is a program, so "partial evaluation" is
really a form of program spe ialization (or transformation).
A residual program of an L-program p with respe t to partial data d1
is a program pd1 su h that for all d2 the following holds (where = denotes
equality of partial values):
L

p [d1, d2℄ = L pd1 d2

A partial evaluator is a program mix that given p and the partial data d1
produ es the residual program pd1 . This is aptured by the mix equation
for all p and d1:
L

p [d1, d2℄ = L (L mix [p, d1℄) d2

This is just a restatement of Kleene's Snm theorem from re ursive fun tion
theory, with m = n = 1. If p is a lambda expression, the free variable in
it bound to d1 is alled stati , while that bound to d2 is alled dynami .
Generalization to other values of m and n is straightforward.
Existen e of mix is lassi ally proved in a rather trivial way. For example,
if p is the power program and d1 = 2 is the value of free variable n, the
lassi al residual program L mix [p, 2℄ would be:
9

letre p n' x' =

in p 2 x

if n'= 0
then 1
else x'  p (n'{1) x

For our purposes we want more eÆ ient residual programs in whi h all omputations depending on d1 have been done by mix. A better residual power
program for d1 = 2 an be got by unfolding appli ations of the fun tion p
and doing the omputations involving n, yielding the residual program:

 (x  1)

x
1.3.2

The Futamura Proje tions

Let S and T be programming languages, perhaps (but not ne essarily) different from L. An S-interpreter int written in L is a program that ful lls
S

pgm data = L int [pgm, data℄

for all data. An S-to-T- ompiler omp written in L is a program that ful lls
S

pgm data = T (L omp pgm) data

for all pgm and data.
The Futamura proje tions [Futamura 1971, Ershov 1978℄ state that
given a partial evaluator mix and an interpreter int it is possible to ompile
programs, and even to generate stand-alone ompilers and ompiler generators by self-applying mix. The three Futamura proje tions are:
L
L
L

mix [int, sour e℄ = target
mix [mix, int℄
= ompiler
mix [mix, mix℄
= ompiler generator

Program target is a spe ialized version of L-program int and so itself an Lprogram, so translation has o urred from the interpreted language to the
language in whi h the interpreter itself is written. That the target program
is faithful to its sour e is easily veri ed using the de nitions of interpreters,
ompilers and the mix equation:
10

output =
=
=
=

sour e input
L int [sour e, input℄
L (L mix [int, sour e℄) input
L target input

S

Veri ation that program ompiler orre tly translates sour e programs into
equivalent target programs is also straightforward:
target =
=
=

mix [int, sour e℄
(L mix [mix, int℄) sour e
L ompiler sour e

L

L

Finally, we an see that ogen transforms interpreters into ompilers by the
following:
ompiler =
=
=

mix [mix, int℄
(L mix [mix, mix℄) int
L ogen int

L

L

These proofs and a more detailed dis ussion
[Jones et al. 1989℄.
2

an be found in

Partial Evaluation Using a Two-Level Lambda
Cal ulus

To do partial evaluation of a lambda expression p it is tempting to insert
the partial input data in p, and apply one of the usual redu tion strategies,
modi ed not to redu e when insuÆ ient information is available. But the
standard all-by-name and all-by-value redu tion strategies (for example
as de ned in [Plotkin 1975℄) do not redu e inside the bodies of abstra tions.
This approa h yields trivial results in pra ti e.
It is no solution either to redu e indis riminately inside abstra tions
sin e this an lead to in nite redu tion if the expression ontains a xed
point operator, or the Y- ombinator written as a lambda expression. The
point is that for partial evaluation to su eed, some, but not all of the
redexes in the expression should be redu ed. Many, so as little work as
11

possible will be left to be done by the residual program; but not so many as
to risk nontermination. Thus our main task is to determine whi h ones to
redu e to yield eÆ ient residual programs without risking nontermination.
The lassi al deterministi redu tion orders are uniform, meaning: independent of the program being evaluated. This is insuÆ ient for our purposes
sin e the best redu tion order may be program-dependent. A solution is to
use a non-uniform redu tion strategy, one whi h sele ts redexes in a way
depending on the parti ular program being partially evaluated. A simple
te hnique is to mark parts of the program as \residual", so these will not
be redu ed but the remaining ones will.
We therefore do partial evaluation of lambda expressions in two phases.
In the rst phase, we determine whi h redexes should be redu ed at
ompile-time and whi h ones should be residual, meaning that they should
be suspended until run-time. This determination, whi h is done before
knowing the stati data, is alled binding time analysis, hen eforth alled
BTA for short. Its importan e for eÆ ient self-appli ation is dis ussed in
[Bondorf et al. 1988℄. The result of applying the BTA to an expression exp
is an annotated expression expann in a two-level lambda al ulus. In expann
the BTA has marked the parts of exp that should not be redu ed at partial
evaluation time.
In the se ond phase we blindly obey the annotations, redu ing redexes
not marked as residual, and generating residual target ode (also a lambda
expression) for the operations marked residual. The redu tion phase is performed by applying a semanti fun tion T |whi h is an extension of the
usual evaluation fun tion E |to the annotated expression. T maps residual
operators to ode pie es for exe ution at run-time and non-residual operators to their \usual" meanings.
2.1

An Untyped Lambda Cal ulus

We develop a partial evaluator for a very simple language, the lassi al
lambda al ulus. Su h a simple language allows a more omplete des ription
than would be possible for a larger and more pra ti al language, and makes
it possible to arry out proofs of orre tness and optimality (see part II).
12

The lambda al ulus forms the basis of modern fun tional programming
languages (e.g., S heme, ML, Miranda, Haskell), so the results obtained
here should not be too hard to adapt to more pra ti al frameworks. The
fa t that we use an untyped language makes it easier to write interpreters
(and thus partial evaluators) and it also allows omplete removal of a level
of interpretation overhead. We will return to this in se tion 4.1.1.
2.1.1

Syntax

A lambda al ulus program is an expression with free variables. The program takes its input through its free variables whose values are supplied by
an initial environment. This environment is also expe ted to map base fun tion names, su h as ons, to the orresponding fun tions (synta ti ally these
are prede ned variables). First order base values in lude natural numbers
and S-expressions and are written onst base{value.
The expression abstra t syntax is as follows, where  denotes appli ation
and x the least xed point operator.
exp

::= var j exp  exp j var . exp j if exp exp exp j x exp j onst base{value

Sin e we use lambda al ulus both as a programming language and as a
meta-language, we need to distinguish notationally lambdas that appear
in sour e programs from lambdas that denote fun tions. Synta ti (sour e
program) lambda expressions are written in sans serif style: exp  exp, var
. exp, x exp . . . , and the meta-language is in slanted style: exp  exp,
var . exp, x exp . . . . When a lambda expression is presented as generated
by ma hine, it is written in type-writer style using \Cambridge polish"
notation: (exp exp), (lam var exp) et ..
For an example, onsider a program to ompute the fun tion x to the
nth where x and n are free (input) variables. (For readability we omit some
of the expli it onsts and appli ation nodes in the on rete syntax. We thus
write (= n' 0) instead of (=  n'  onst 0).)
( x p . n' . x' . if (= n' 0)
nx

1
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( x' (p  (

n' 1)  x'))) 

2.1.2

Semanti s

We use denotational semanti s [Stoy 1977, S hmidt 1986℄ to assign meanings to programs, rather than the more traditional -redu tion approa h.
There are at least two reasons for this:
1. It allows a leaner analysis of possible errors at partial evaluation time.
2. It is more natural (and yields mu h better results) for the selfappli ation used in ompiler generation.
The S ott domain of expression values Val is the separated sum of the at
domain of base values and the domain of fun tion values: Val = Base +
Funval.
If f is a value from Funval we take f"Funval to be the value f inje ted into
summand Funval of Val. Informally: f"Funval puts a type tag on f. If val
is a value from Val, val#Funval removes the type tag, provided val is from
the Funval summand. If not, val#Funval produ es an error. (It is assumed
that Val has an error element and that appli ations et ., are stri t in errors;
details are omitted for notational simpli ity.)
The valuation fun tions for lambda al ulus programs are the usual ones,
given in gure 1 with the notational onventions usual in denotational semanti s (" and # bind less strongly than appli ation). The denotational
de nition of gure 1 may be regarded as a self-interpreter for the lambda
al ulus sin e it is easily transformed into a lambda al ulus program (of
form x E . ...).
The untyped lambda al ulus program to be interpreted might ontain
type errors and hen e the type he ks su h as E [ exp1 ℄ #Funval are ne essary so the self-interpreter an report "error" when this happens. If the
subje t program is known to be well-typed it is safe to omit the type tags
[Milner 1978℄. This is in general not the ase for an untyped language.
2.2

Two-level Syntax

The two-level lambda al ulus ontains two versions of ea h operator in
the ordinary lambda al ulus: for ea h of the \normal" operators and base
14

Semanti Domains
Val
= Base + Funval
Funval = Val ! Val
Env
= Var ! Val

E : Expression ! Env ! Val
E [ var℄ 
= (var)
E [ var . exp℄ 
= value . (E [ exp℄ [var 7! value℄)"Funval
E [ exp1  exp2 ℄ 
= (E [ exp1 ℄ #Funval) (E [ exp2 ℄ )
E [ x exp℄ 
= x (E [ exp℄ #Funval)
E [ if exp1 exp2 exp3℄  = (E [ exp1 ℄ #Base) ! E [ exp2 ℄ , E [ exp3 ℄ 
E [ onst ℄ 
= "Base
Figure 1: Lambda Cal ulus Semanti s

fun tions: , , . . . , ons, . . . there is also a residual version: , , . . . , ons,
. . . in the two-level al ulus. The abstra t syntax of two-level expressions is
texp

::= texp  texp j var . texp j if texp texp texp j x texp j onst base{value j
texp  texp j var . texp j if texp texp texp j x texp j onst base{value j
var j lift texp

Intuitively, in the two-level semanti s all operators , , . . . have the same
denotations by the semanti fun tion T in gure 2 as in the one-level allby-value semanti fun tion of gure 1, while the residual operators: , , . . .
are suspended yielding as result a pie e of ode (a one-level expression) for
exe ution at run-time. The lift operator builds a residual onstant expression
with the same value as lift's argument. The lift operator is used when a
residual expression has a onstant value that must be omputed at partial
evaluation time. We will give an example of this in se tion 2.5.1.
Note that we do not distinguish synta ti ally between "normal" and
residual variables (elsewhere alled dynami and stati ). The reason for this
is that the universality of the value domain, whi h an hold both "normal"
values and residual ode.
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2.3

Two-level Semanti s

The value of a two-level expression ranges over a domain 2Val:
2Val
= Base + 2Funval + Code
2Funval = 2Val ! 2Val
Code
= Expression

whi h is the normal expression value domain extended by an extra summand,
the at domain of one-level expressions, Code. The value of a two-level
expression might thus be an (ordinary) expression. The valuation fun tions
for two-level lambda al ulus programs are given in gure 2. The rules
ontain expli it type he ks; se tion 2.5 will dis uss suÆ ient riteria for
omitting these (and so the error element as well). The T -rules for the nonresidual synta ti onstru ts look the same as the orresponding E -rules but
the values range over the larger domain of two-level values 2Val.
To obtain self-appli ability the rules should be rewritten as a single expression in our lambda al ulus language. This is straightforward, the result
being of the form x T . exp .  . . . . .
The T -rule for a residual appli ation is
=
build-(T [ texp1 ℄ #Code,
T [ texp1  texp2 ℄ 
T [ texp2 ℄ #Code)"Code
The re ursive alls T [ texp1 ℄  and T [ texp2 ℄  produ e redu ed operator and

operand and the fun tion build- \glues" them together with an appli ation
operator  to appear in the residual program ( on retely, an expression of
the form texp1 - ode  texp2 - ode). All the build- fun tions are stri t. (For
a on rete example of ma hine generated ode, the reader an onsult the
session in appendix A.)
The proje tions he k that both operator and operand redu e to ode
pie es sin e it does not make sense to glue, e.g., fun tions together to appear
in the residual program. Finally the newly omposed expression is tagged
as being ode.
The T -rule for variables is
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T [ var℄  = (var)
The environment  is expe ted to hold the values of all variables regardless
of whether they are prede ned onstants, fun tions, or ode pie es. The
environment is updated in the usual way in the rule for non-residual , and
in the rule for , the formal parameter is bound to a fresh variable name
(whi h we assume available whenever needed):

T [ var . texp℄  = let nvar = newname
in build-(nvar, T [ texp℄ [var 7! nvar℄#Code)"Code
Ea h o urren e of var in texp will then be looked up in , ausing var to
be repla ed by some varnew . Sin e var . texp might be dupli ated, and thus
be ome the \father" of many -abstra tions in the residual program, this
renaming is ne essary to avoid name onfusion in residual programs. The
free dynami variables must be bound to their new names in the initial stati
environment s. The generation of new variable names relies on a side e e t
on a global state (a name ounter). In prin iple this ould have been avoided
by adding an extra parameter to the semanti fun tion, but for the sake of
notational simpli ity we have used a less formal solution.

Example 1

Suppose we are given the power program power with free
variables n and x:
( x p . n' . x' . if (= n' 0)
 x'))  n  x

onst 1

(  x')  (p  ( n' 1)

with n = 2 as stati variable. We annotate the irredu ible parts to yield the
program powerann :
( x p . n' . x' . if (= n' 0)
 x'))  n  x

onst 1

(  x')  (p  ( n' 1)

With s = [n 7! 2"Base, x 7! xnew "Code℄ we an evaluate powerann (i.e.
partially evaluate power), yielding:
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Semanti Domains
2Val
2Funval
Code
2Env

=
=
=
=

Base + 2Funval + Code
2Val ! 2Val
Expression (= the set of one-level expressions)
Var ! 2Val

T : 2Expression ! 2Env ! 2Val
T [ var℄ 
= (var)
T [ var . texp℄ 
=
T [ texp1  texp2 ℄ 
=
T [ x texp℄ 
=
T [ if texp1 texp2 texp3℄  =
T [ onst ℄ 
=
T [ lift texp℄ 
=

(value . (T [ texp℄ [var 7! value℄))"2Funval
(T [ texp1 ℄ #2Funval) (T [ texp2 ℄ )
x (T [ texp℄ #2Funval)
(T [ texp1 ℄ #Base) ! T [ texp2 ℄ , T [ texp3 ℄ 
"Base
build- onst(T [ texp℄ #Base)"Code

T [ var . texp℄ 

= let nvar = newname in
build-(nvar, T [ texp℄ [var 7! nvar℄#Code)"Code
T [ texp1  texp2 ℄ 
= build-(T [ texp1 ℄ #Code, T [ texp2 ℄ #Code)"Code
= build- x(T [ texp℄ #Code)"Code
T [ x texp℄ 
T [ if texp1 texp2 texp3℄  = build-if(T [ texp1 ℄ #Code,
T [ texp2 ℄ #Code,
T [ texp3 ℄ #Code)"Code
= build- onst( )"Code
T [ onst ℄ 
Figure 2: Two-level Lambda Cal ulus Semanti s

=
=

T [ powerann℄ s
T [ ( x p . n' . x' . if (= n' 0)
( xnew ( xnew 1))

onst 1

(  x')  (p  ( n' 1)  x'))  n  x℄ s

In appendix A a S heme session shows how this residual program is generated by our partial evaluator.
In the power example it is quite lear that with  = [n 7! 2, x 7! d2℄, s
= [n 7! 2, x 7! xnew ℄, and d = [xnew 7! d2℄ (omitting inje tions for brevity)
it holds for all d2
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E [ power℄ = E [ T [ powerann℄ s℄ d
This is the kind of orre tness property we want to hold in general. In se tion
2.6 we state a general orre tness theorem on erning two-level evaluation.
2 Ex1
2.4

A Bird's Eye View of How Mix Works

Mix spe ializes programs in two steps. If given program p and stati data
d1, its a tions are:
1. Binding time analysis. This annotates p, giving pann.
2. Evaluate T [ pann ℄ s , where s binds p's free stati variable to d1.
Free variables in p will only be bound to rst order values, i.e., values in the
Base or Code summands of 2Val.
2.5

\Well-Annotated Programs Do Not Go Wrong"

The semanti rules of gure 2 he k expli itly that the values of subexpressions are in the appropriate summands of the value domain, in the same way
that a type- he king interpreter for an untyped language would he k types
on the y. Type- he king on the y is learly ne essary to prevent mix from
ommitting type errors itself on a poorly annotated program.
Doing type he ks on the y in mix is not very satisfa tory for pra ti al
reasons. Mix is supposed to be a general and automati program generation
tool, and it should for obvious reasons be impossible for a mix generated
ompiler to go down with an error message.
Note that it is in prin iple possible|but una eptably ineÆ ient in
pra ti e|to avoid mix-time errors by annotating as residual all operators in
the input program to mix. This would pla e all values in the ode summand
so all type he ks would su eed; but the residual program would always be
isomorphi to the sour e program, so it would not be optimized at all.
The aim of this se tion is to develop a more eÆ ient strategy, ensuring
two things prior to partial evaluation: that the partial evaluator will not
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fail a type he k, thus rendering the type he ks super uous; and ensuring
that as many operations as possible are performed at mix time. This se tion
title \Well-Annotated Programs Do Not Go Wrong" is thus a paraphrase of
Milner's slogan [Milner 1978℄.
2.5.1

Well-Annotated Expressions

Given a one-level expression exp, an annotated lambda expression expann is
a two-level expression obtained by repla ing some o urren es of , , . . .
in exp by the orresponding marked operator: , , . . . and inserting some
lift-operators. Clearly the annotations have to be pla ed onsistently not to
produ e a proje tion error a ording to the the rules in gure 2.
A simple and traditional solution to our problem is to devise a type
system. In typed fun tional languages, a type inferen e algorithm su h as
algorithm W of [Milner 1978, Damas and Milner 1982℄, he ks that a program is well-typed prior to program exe ution. If it is, no run-time summand
tags or he ks are needed. Type orre tness is quite well understood and
an be used to get a ni e formulation of the problem to be solved by binding time analysis. It also turns out that we an adapt some of the type
inferen e ideas of [Damas and Milner 1982℄ (and many other papers) to get
a ni e algorithm for doing binding time analysis. The type system used
here is very simple, but it should not be too diÆ ult to adapt the ideas
to a more powerful system in luding more base types, onstru tors, and
polymorphism.

Definition 2

The abstra t syntax of a two-level type t is given by

type ::= base j type

! type j

ode

A type environment is a mapping from variables to types.

Definition 3

2 Def2

Let  be a type environment mapping the free variables
of a two-level expression texp to their types. Then texp is well-annotated if
 ` texp: t an be dedu ed from the inferen e rules in gure 3 for some type
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t.

2 Def3

Note that type uni ity does not hold: t is not uniquely determined by  and texp.
Given any type environment  and
the expression x . x it holds, e.g., that  ` x . x: base ! base and
 ` x . x: (base ! base) ! (base ! base).
Our lambda al ulus is basi ally untyped, but the well-annotatedness ensures that the program parts evaluated at partial evaluation time are welltyped, thus ensuring mix against type errors. The well-annotatedness riterion is ompletely permissive on erning the run-time part of a two-level
expression. An extreme ase: every lambda expression with only residual
operators is well-typed|at partial evaluation time.
Two-level expressions of type base evaluate ( ompletely) to onstants,
and expressions of type t1 ! t2 evaluate to some fun tion \living" only at
partial evaluation time. The mix-value of a two-level expression texp of type
ode is a one-level expression exp. For partial evaluation we are only interested in fully annotated programs pann that have type ode. If so, T [ pann ℄ s
(if de ned) will be the residual program.
Suppose an expression of type base is evaluated at mix-time yielding value
as result, and suppose value is needed at runtime. The lift annotation is then
used to indi ate that the omputed value must be turned into a onstant
expression to appear in the residual program. The type inferen e rules
a ordingly state that if texp has type base then lift texp has type ode.

Example 4

Consider the following program that omputes n times x to
the nth where x and n are free (input) variables.
( x p . n' . x' . if (= n' 0)
nx

n

( x' (p  (

n' 1)  x'))) 

If we take x to be of type ode (dynami ) and n to be of type base (stati ),
we observe that this program annot be well-annotated without using lift.
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The reason is that the multipli ation bran h must have type ode sin e the
multipli ation annot be performed at partial evaluation time, but the n
bran h of the onditional has type base. This in ompatibility annot be
resolved using the type dedu tion rules without the rule for lift.
If, however, we \lift" the n that provides the base ase value, we obtain
a well-annotated program:
( x p . n' . x' . if (= n' 0)
x'))  n  x

lift n

  x'  (p  (

n' 1) 

2 Ex4
The result on error freedom of well-typed programs an be formulated as
follows. Proof is omitted sin e the result is well-known.

Definition 5

Let t be a two-level type and v be a two-level value. We
say that t suits v i one of the following holds
1. t = base and v = t"Base for some t.
2. t = ode and v = d"Code for some d.
3. (a) t = t1
(b)

! t2, v = f"2Funval for some f, and

8 v 2 2Val: t1 suits v implies t2 suits f(v).

A type environment  suits an environment  if for all variables x bound by
,  (x) suits (x). 2 Def5
Re all that the initial stati environment s maps stati variables to their
( rst order) values and dynami variables to their new name. A type environment  that suits s thus maps stati variables to base, and dynami
variables to ode. The following is a standard result [Milner 1978℄.

Proposition 6

If  ` texp: t and  suits s then T [ texp℄ s does not yield
a proje tion error. 2 Prop6
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2.5.2

The Existen e of Best Completions

In general we want to perform as mu h omputation as possible at partial
evaluation time. This means that as few annotations as possible should be
added to make the expression well-annotated.

Definition 7

The annotation forgetting fun tion : 2Exp ! Exp, when
applied to a two level expression texp returns an expression exp whi h differs from texp only in that all annotations and lift operators are removed.
2 Def7

Definition 8

Given two-level expressions, texp and texp , de ne texp
0

texp by

v

0

1. (texp) = (texp )
0

2. All operators marked as residual in texp are also marked as residual
in texp
0

2 Def8
v de nes a preorder on the set of two-level expressions. If we restri t v to
the set of two-level expressions without lift-operators, v is a partial order
possessing greatest lower bounds (written u).

Definition 9

Given a two-level expression texp and a type environment
 , a ompletion of texp for  is a two-level expression texp with texp v
texp and  ` texp : t for some type t. A best ompletion (if it exists) is an
expression texp whi h is a ompletion of texp ful lling texp v texp for all
ompletions texp of texp. A liftless ompletion texp of texp is a ompletion
of texp in whi h lift does not o ur. 2 Def9
0

0

0

00

00

0

0

0

As we saw in example 4 not all two-level expressions have liftless ompletions.
If a two-level expression has liftless ompletions, it has a unique best liftless
ompletion.
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Theorem 10

Given a two-level expression texp and a type environment 
mapping the free variables of texp to either base or ode. Assume texp has
at least one liftless ompletion. Then it also has a best liftless ompletion.
Proof Found in [Gomard 1989℄ and in part II of this arti le.
2 Theorem10
There does not in general exist a unique best ompletion of two-level expressions. Suppose n has type base and that we want a ompletion of x . x
 n of type ode. There are two andidates: lift ((x . x)  n) and (x . x) 
lift n whi h, though di erent, yield equal amounts of stati omputation. In
[Gomard 1989℄ and in part II there is a dis ussion of the general existen e
of best ompletions.
2.6

The Mix Equation Revisited

With m = n = 1 the mix equation is
L

p [d1, d2℄ = L (L mix [p, d1℄) d2

In terms of E and T the equation is

E [ p℄ = E [ T [ pann℄ s℄ d
where pann is a ompletion of p,  = [x1
[x1 7! d1, x2 7! xnew ℄, and d = [xnew 7! d2℄.

7! d1, x2 7! d2℄, s

=

We now state the general orre tness theorem for two-level evaluation of
untyped lambda expressions.

Theorem 11

(Main Corre tness Theorem.) Suppose we are given

1. A two-level expression texp with free stati variables x1 . . . xm and
free dynami variables xm+1 . . . xm+n .
2. Environments , d 2 Env and s 2 2Env su h that for i 2 0..m: (xi )
= s(xi ) and for i 2 m+1..m+n: (xi ) = d (s (xi )#Code).
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` texp: ode for some  that suits s.
If both E [ T [ texp℄ s ℄ d and E [ (texp)℄℄ are not ? then
3. 

E [ T [ texp℄ s℄ d = E [ (texp)℄℄

Proof

Found in [Gomard 1989℄ and in part II of this arti le.
2 Theorem11
3

Aspe ts of Binding Time Analysis by Type Inferen e

3.1

BTA: Type Analysis of Untyped Programs?!

Given an expression exp in the untyped, one-level lambda al ulus and some
assumptions on its free variables, it is always possible to add enough annotations to obtain a well-annotated two-level expression texp, in the worst ase
by making all operators residual and adding lift operators where needed.
Operators in texp an be for ed to be residual for two somewhat di erent
reasons:
1. The omputation annot be performed when the input data is in omplete, or
2. The non-residual part of the type system ould not assign a proper
type to the subexpression.
The rst reason for es one, for example, to make the sum of a stati and
a dynami variable residual. The se ond reason would for e x . x  x to
be annotated x . x  x no matter what the ontext, sin e x . x  x annot
be assigned a type in our system. Similarly any o urren e of the lambda
notation equivalent of the Y- ombinator in a subje t program will be made
residual, so to de ne mix-time re ursive fun tions we have to use the expli it
xed point operator.
Our favorite subje t programs are denotational language de nitions. In
these the \synta ti dispat h" and the environment lookup operations are
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usually \well-behaved" and do not need to be made residual. Consider for
example the following (in whi h we have again omitted some appli ation
operators). It is a synta ti ally sugared fragment of a lambda al ulus selfinterpreter (and thus also a fragment of mix):

E = exp..

ase exp of
var(id)
: (id)
app(exp1 ,exp2 ) : (E exp1 )  (E exp2 )
abs(x,exp1 )
: val.(E exp1 (id. if id=x then val else (id)))

We assume that the expression exp fed to E is stati . Clearly (E exp )
must have the same type as (E exp1 ) ( all it t). On the other hand, the
appli ation bran h of the ase expression demands (E exp ) to have the
same type as (E exp1 )  (E exp2 ), so the same expression must have
type t ! t. These demands are in ompatible; onsequently (E exp ), the
results of the ase bran hes, and the appli ation operator must be retyped:
annotated as residual and so of type ode.
The environment  is well-behaved, sin e the appli ation of  and its
updating (in the abstra tion bran h) are type onsistent. The minimally
annotated self-interpreter thus be omes:

E = exp..

ase exp of
var(id)
: (id)
app(exp1 ,exp2 ) : (E exp1 )  (E exp2 )
abs(x,exp1 )
: val.(E exp1 (id. if id=x then val else (id)))

where exp has type base,  has type base ! ode, and E has type base
! (base ! ode) ! ode.
By now the reader may be onfused: this type seems quite di erent
from the type E : Expression ! Env ! Val with Env = Var ! Val seen in
the denotational semanti s of the lambda al ulus of gure 1. But there is
no on i t, just a di erent viewpoint: the types used here are for a di erent purpose than those of the semanti s, namely to identify what an be
performed at partial evaluation time.
To explain the type of E in the well-annotated two-level self-interpreter,
rst re all that expressions are base values. Se ond, Val is a sum domain,
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and the result of applying E to an expression an be in any summand (or
even be the error element), depending on dynami program input, whi h is
unavailable at partial evaluation time. The result of evaluation must thus
have type ode.
3.2

Viewing Binding Time Analysis as Type Inferen e

Given an expression exp, a naive exponential time algorithm ould generate
all well-annotated ompletions and pi k the best. We would like to do better
than that, and this se tion sket hes ideas for a more eÆ ient BTA. Detailed
algorithms will appear in part II.
Given
a
well-annotated
expression
texp, algorithm W of [Damas and Milner 1982℄ is able to assign types to
texp and its subexpressions. Given an expression that is not well-annotated,
the algorithm would at some stage fail to unify two type terms and report
an error. Sin e all su h errors an in prin iple be xed by annotating some
operators as residual, a good question is whi h operators it should hange.
Algorithm W manipulates type terms that denote types of the subexpressions of texp. It appears possible to asso iate information with ea h type
term about whi h of the program's subexpressions must have that type.3
When a uni ation fails the relevant list of subexpressions is returned. This
points out whi h parts of texp should be given type ode for texp to have a
han e of being well-annotated.
In our framework we have three type onstru tors: !, base, and ode.
During type inferen e we will mark ea h su h onstru tor with a subs ript:
a list of o urren es of subexpressions of the expression whose type is being
inferred. This means that if the onstru tor auses a uni ation to fail,
then the subexpression(s) pointed out by the o urren e(s) should be made
residual.

Example 12
if x
3

x

Suppose texp =

y . y

In [Wand 1986℄ a similar idea is used to make type inferen e systems give better error

messages.
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with initial type assumption  = [x 7! ode℄. The ondition of any nonresidual if-expression must have type base (i.e. boolean), so x must also be
a base value. The uni ation of ode with base fails, and a ordingly the
onditional must be residual, so texp is transformed into
if x

x

y . y

and W tries to he k the types of this new andidate. This time the uni ation of the types of the two bran hes again fails, sin e y . y has type t ! t,
so a ordingly y is made residual. Now texp =
if x

x

y . y

whi h is well-annotated.

Example 13

2 Ex12

In the power example the unannotated program is

( x p . n' . x' . if (= n' 0)
 x'))  n  x

onst 1

(  x')  (p  ( n' 1)

with initial type assumption  = [n 7! base, x 7! ode℄. This implies expression ( x . . . ) has type base ! ode ! 2 where 2 is a type variable.
In turn it is found that p must have type base ! ode ! 2 , n' has type
base, x' has type ode, and that both bran hes in the onditional have type
2.
The type of the non-residual (binary) multipli ation operator  is base
! base ! base. Sin e x has type ode the type assignment algorithm will
fail. This for es  and the orresponding appli ations to be residual. In turn
onst 1 must also be made residual yielding the well-annotated (and best)
ompletion:
( x p . n' . x' . if (= n' 0)
 x'))  n  x

onst 1

2 Ex13
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(  x')  (p  ( n' 1)

It is possible to augment the type representations in the almost linear uniation algorithm of [Huet 1976℄ with type origin information without signi ant in rease in its running time. Algorithm W s ans the program on e
and makes one uni ation for ea h appli ation and ea h onditional. In
our algorithm, ea h time algorithm W fails, at least one operator will be
made residual, and algorithm W will be re-applied to the result. This does
not seem prohibitively expensive, espe ially in light of the fa t that binding
time analysis is only performed on e: before the stati data are available for
spe ialization. Part II will ontain the details of the algorithm.
What this binding time analysis does is di erent from the lambda
al ulus binding time analyses des ribed in [Nielson and Nielson 1988b,
S hmidt 1988℄ in that the base language is not required to be well-typed.
Earlier work in binding time analysis (e.g. [Jones et al. 1989℄) has been
based on abstra t interpretation, but it seems to us that the framework
of type inferen e provides a simple and eÆ ient alternative. This idea of
using type inferen e on \typi al" abstra t interpretation tasks has also been
used in very re ent work on stri tness analysis [Kuo and Mishra 1989℄ where
the result was a mu h more eÆ ient but sometimes less pre ise stri tness
analysis than that done by evaluation over a higher order abstra t stri tness
domain. In [Wadler 1989℄ a type system is also used to determine whi h
variables are referen ed exa tly on e; again a typi al appli ation area where
abstra t interpretation has been used.
3.3

Finiteness of Partial Evaluation

Mix an \go wrong" in other ways than by ommitting type errors. Redu tion might pro eed in nitely if T redu es too often. To avoid this some
redexes should be left in the residual program, and sin e mix obeys the annotations blindly it is the responsibility of the BTA to de ide whi h. Some
attention has been paid to this problem in the literature and it is generally
re ognized as being diÆ ult to ensure termination and yet to do nontrivial
omputation at partial evaluation time.
A variety of BTA algorithms for rst order fun tional languages have
been published, e.g., [Jones et al. 1989, Mogensen 1988℄, but they do not
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ensure termination. [Jones 1988℄ outlines a BTA algorithm with strong termination properties for a ow hart language, but even though the language is simple the algorithm is not. A further problem with the rst order
languages is that it is a too onservative restri tion to demand ompositionality: stati parameters that be ome stri tly smaller in every re ursive
fun tion all. To ensure safe BTA without this restri tion some abstra t
interpretations are needed.
The higher order lambda al ulus on the other hand still has signi ant
expressive power when ompositionality is imposed. Let us rst note that
partial evaluation of a well-annotated expression without non-residual xoperators is guaranteed to terminate. Se ond, a non-residual x-expression
x f . x1 . . . . xn . body

de ning a fun tion f is safe if for some i, the i'th argument has type base
and in all re ursive alls to f, that argument is always stri tly smaller than
xi (a ording to some well-founded ordering on the domain of possible argument values). Compositionality of re ursive fun tion de nitions is easy to
he k, and it is always possible to transform a well-annotated expression not
satisfying the riterion into one that does, by simply making any o ending
xed point operators residual. As long as ompositional de nitions are used
the riterion is strong enough to ensure termination of partial evaluation
without for ing to be residual any x-operators that safely ould have been
annotated as non-residual.
3.4

Code Dupli ation

The following two-level expression texp is well-annotated with  =
[y 7! ode℄
(x . x+x)  (yy)
In the proof of  ` texp: ode, subexpression x . x+x has type ode ! ode
and (yy) has type ode. Partial evaluation yields (we do not rename y) the
residual program
(yy)+(yy)
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whi h has the unfortunate feature that the omputation (yy) has been dupli ated. If (yy) had been omputationally heavier or had been ontained in
a re ursive all, this ould have serious impa ts on the eÆ ien y of the residual program. To avoid the ode dupli ation a more onservative annotation
of the subje t program would suÆ e:
(x . x+x)  (yy)
This program is also well-annotated and partial evaluation yields
(x . x+x)  (yy)
It is always possible to solve the problem by making enough operators residual but it is learly desirable not to do this when not stri tly ne essary.
In the rst annotated program x . x+x had type ode ! ode, and in
the se ond x . x+x had type ode. To avoid ode dupli ation we would have
to restri t the number of referen es to the formal parameter in fun tions of
type ode ! t to at most one. To be sure to preserve termination properties
under all-by-value we would have to insist on exa tly one referen e.
Quite similar problems are well known from other partial evaluators. In
[Sestoft 1988℄ a method to dete t whi h parts of a program should be made
residual to avoid dupli ation of fun tion alls is presented. In the Similix
proje t [Bondorf and Danvy 1989, Bondorf 1990℄ a let-expression is inserted
whenever there is a risk of dupli ation.
4

Experiments with Mix

The partial evaluator mix that we have implemented in and for the lambda
al ulus realizes in pra ti e the three Futamura proje tions mentioned in
se tion 1.3.2. In this hapter we demonstrate this by doing ompilation and
ompiler generation from mix and from two di erent language de nitions
written in the lambda al ulus. The rst example, a self-interpreter for
the lambda al ulus, may seem to be only of a ademi interest. It serves,
however, to demonstrate rigorously that mix an redu e away all of the omputational overhead traditionally asso iated with interpretation. Further, it
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shows that mix an generate a \self- ompiler" and a ompiler generator
with natural and understandable stru ture. For a se ond and less introspe tive example, we present a denotational semanti s for a small imperative
language, Tiny, and study the stru ture and performan e of the Tiny-tolambda al ulus ompiler generated from it by mix.
4.1

A Self-Interpreter

From the Futamura proje tions it is not at all lear how good residual programs we an expe t mix to produ e, and it not even lear how to measure
the quality of residual programs. We now examine the stru ture of some
mix generated programs, and measure the a tual run time on the omputer
of some standard examples.
To get an idea of how mu h speed-up we an expe t partial evaluation
to yield, onsider the partial evaluation of a self-interpreter with respe t to
a known program p.
L

mix [sint, p℄ = r

By the mix equation L p d = L sint [p, d℄ = L (L mix [sint, p℄) d = L r
d, so the programs p and r should have the same meaning. But what about
eÆ ien y?
If we required r to be more eÆ ient that p this would mean that mix was
able to optimize any program written in the lambda al ulus, needing only
a self-interpreter to help. Considering the simpli ity of mix, this is asking
too mu h. Introdu ing a self-interpreter gives a roughly linear slow-down of
the exe ution speed of p due to the interpretation overhead. It thus seems
unreasonable to expe t mix in general to give more than a linear speed-up,
i.e. to remove the interpretation fa tor. If we an a hieve L mix [sint, p℄ =
p, then all interpretation overhead has been removed.
The self-interpreter we used for the one-level lambda al ulus was a dire t
implementation of the semanti rules in gure 1 without the inje tions and
proje tions. The main part of the annotated self-interpreter is in gure
4; note that we use the annotation -r instead of underlining. We have
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not in luded the lengthy de nition of the initial environment holding all
prede ned fun tions.
4.1.1

\L mix [sint, p℄ = p" is important!

It turns out that our partial evaluator yields a residual program r stru turally equal to p, the only di eren e being the variable names. This stru tural equality happens only be ause the self-interpreter does not use indire t
repesentation of values. If the interpreter had, for instan e, used losures to
represent fun tional values, then the residual program r would have done so
too, sin e r is derived from the intepreter in a very straightforward way.
For a on rete example, gure 5 ontains two programs, one a handwritten bona i program, the other result of running mix to spe ialize the
self-interpreter with respe t to the rst program.
The absen e of the type he ks is also ne essary to obtain L mix [sint,
p℄ = p sin e hardly any of the type he ks would be performable at partial
evaluation time. Sin e mix only operates on well-annotated programs we
have omplete assuran e against type errors at mix time, but a type he k
of the residual program would be needed to ensure absen e of run-time
type errors. Further, if the interpreter were required to be strongly typed,
then some indire t value representation would be needed, meaning that mix
would not be able to remove a omplete layer of interpretation.
In the development phase of a self-appli able partial evaluator, the ited
ondition on the result of spe ializing a self-interpreter often provides a
natural and useful stepping stone in the pro ess of getting self-appli ation
to work. To see why, ompare the equations
L
L

mix [sint, p℄
= p
mix [mix, int℄ = ompiler

and re all that mix roughly onsists of a self-interpreter augmented with
semanti rules for the residual operators. It has been the experien e of
several partial evaluation proje ts, e.g., [Jones et al. 1989℄ and now this
proje t too, that on e a self-interpreter was properly handled by mix, the
rst su essful ompiler generation was not too far away! (We assume ta itly
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that binding time analysis is performed. Without it, there is a long way from
the self-interpreter to mix.)
4.1.2

A Self-Compiler

The result of running L mix [mix, sint℄ is a \self- ompiler", a program that
transforms one lambda expression into another semanti ally equivalent expression. The generated self- ompiler is stru ture preserving as well: the
target expressions generated by the ompiler have ma hine generated variable names but are otherwise identi al to the sour e expressions.
Figure 6 ontains the part of the generated ompiler that ompiles
abstra tions and appli ations. The program is presented as generated
by ma hine, ex ept that the variable names been hanged into some
more natural ones. The ompiler has a \100% natural" re ursive des ent stru ture whi h is a little surprising onsidering that it is generated by self-appli ation of a partial evaluator. The ompilers generated
in [Jones et al. 1989, Gomard and Jones 1989℄ an also be read by humans
but their stru tures are not more than \75% natural".
It is interesting to ompare the ompiler's lause for appli ation with
the lause in the annotated self-interpreter. Where the interpreter has a
non-residual operation so has the ompiler, and where the interpreter has a
residual operator, , the ompiler has a all to the orresponding expression
building fun tion, build-. We now show the ompiler fragment from gure
6 in a synta ti ally sugared notation, where we use the \synta ti " operators
\", \", . . . in the meta language to denote onstru tion of those operators.
Thus build-(C [ exp1 ℄ , C [ exp2 ℄ ) may be written C [ exp1 ℄  \" C [ exp2 ℄ .

C [ var . exp℄ 

= let nvar = newname in
\"nvar . C [ exp℄ [var 7! nvar℄
C [ exp1  exp2 ℄  = C [ exp1 ℄  \" C [ exp2 ℄ 

4.1.3

A Compiler Generator

The third Futamura proje tion states that L mix [mix, mix℄ yields a ompiler generator ogen. When the ompiler generator ogen is applied to an
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interpreter a ompiler is generated. It holds that
L

ogen int = L mix [mix, int℄

In se tion 4.1.2 we looked at the stru ture of a little pie e of the self- ompiler,
so we have an idea of what ogen does. The question is now whether it does
it in a natural way, and the answer turns out to be yes.
Figure 7 shows the part of the ma hine generated ogen that treats
appli ation nodes in the subje t program whi h is typi ally an annotated
interpreter. A non-residual appli ation node is treated in a very straight
forward manner: an appli ation node to appear in the ompiler is built
exa tly as in the self- ompiler above. In the residual ase the pro essed
bran hes are not glued together by an appli ation node but by a all to
the fun tion build- to appear in the ompiler. With the same notational
onventions as in se tion 4.1.2:

C [ exp1  exp2 ℄  = C [ exp1 ℄  \" C [ exp2 ℄ 
C [ exp1  exp2 ℄  = \build-"(C [ exp1 ℄ , C [ exp2 ℄ )
4.1.4

Performan e

The table below shows the run-times of our example programs. All timings
are measured in Sun 3/50 pu millise onds using Chez S heme. The runtimes for mix are just for two-level evaluation; they do not in lude binding
time analysis.
run
L sint [ b,15℄
L target 15
L mix [sint, b℄
L s omp b
L mix [mix,sint℄
L ogen sint
L mix [mix,mix℄
L ogen mix

run-time ratio
=
30400
= 987
830 36.6
=
1980
= target
60 33.0
=
55400
= s omp
1280 43.0
=
64600
= ogen
1330 48.6
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The interpretational overhead in the self-interpreter and the mix program is
rather large sin e all free variables (input variables and prede ned fun tion
names) are looked up in the initial evironment, whi h is a quite large ase
expression. Mix is able to remove this interpretational overhead, so the
speed-ups gained when mix and the self-interpreter are partially evaluated
are a ordingly large (thus perhaps arti ially so).
The table below shows the sizes of our example programs. The sizes
are measured as the number of ons ells + the number of atoms in the
S-expressions representing the programs in Chez S heme.
program
b
target
sint
s omp
mix
ogen

size ratio
101
101
1.0
2826
3375
1.2
3206
3811
1.2

The programs b and target are virtually identi al, and the size ratio between s omp and sint is quite small sin e the two programs are very similar
in stru ture. Some operations in sint have been repla ed by the orresponding ode generating operations. Cogen is similarly a transformed version of
mix.
4.2

An Interpreter for a Tiny Imperative Language

In this se tion we give an interpreter for an imperative language, Tiny, with
while-loops and assignments. We give a denotational semanti s in lambda
al ulus form and dis uss how annotation should be done. The syntax of
Tiny-programs is
program
var-de laration
ommand

::= var-de laration ommand
::= variables variable*
::= while expression do ommand j
ommand; ommand j
variable := expression
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The semanti fun tions are given in gure 8. The semanti fun tions may
easily be written in lambda al ulus form to be partially evaluated (seen in
an appendix).
The resulting lambda al ulus program, a Tiny-interpreter, has two free
variables: the initial store istore and the program to be interpreted. Suppose
that a Tiny-program is given as stati data, but istore is unknown. In other
words, suppose that we have the type assumptions




` istore: ode
` program: base

We will now informally dis uss how to add annotations su h that the interpreter be omes well-annotated a ording to the rules of gure 3. The
ommands and expressions are all subparts of the stati program, and so
have type base. The environment, , an be omputed ompletely sin e
it does not depend on the store. It is applied to subparts of the program
(variable names) and it returns stati lo ations. Hen e  ` : base ! base.
Sin e the initial store is of type ode all subsequent stores also have type
ode. When the semanti fun tion C is applied to a ommand of type base,
an environment of type base ! base and a store of type ode the result is
an updated store, also of type ode.
The mix-time appli ation of store . ... an result in dupli ation of store
updating ode. To avoid this the store . ... has been annotated store .
..., and the orresponding appli ations have a ordingly been annotated as
residual. BTA ould have lassi ed store . ... as non-residual (thus getting
type ode ! ode) and still meet the type he king rules, but to avoid ode
dupli ation the lassi ation store . ... (of type ode) is a better hoi e.
The type of C (as annotated for partial evaluation) is thus

` C : base ! (base ! base) ! ode
Figure 9 shows the fun tion C in its annotated lambda


al ulus form. When
we apply the annotated Tiny-interpreter to the following program
variables result x;
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result := 1;
x
:= 6;
while x do
result := result
x
:= x - 1

 x;

whi h omputes the fa torial of 6, the residual program in gure 10 is produ ed. We have hanged some names and omitted ( onst ..) around the
integers 0 and 1 for readability. Furthermore we have postredu ed a few
trivial redexes. A redex (x . body)  arg is trivial if x appears at most on e
in body.
The store is expli itly passed around as a parameter, but sin e the program is single-threaded in the store variables [S hmidt 1985℄ these ould all
be repla ed by one global variable. Su h a transformation is alled globalization [Sestoft 1989℄. With the store arguments removed the residual program
would almost look like (nested) assembly ode.
4.3

An Example of Compiler Generation

When mix is applied to itself and the Tiny-interpreter, a ompiler from
Tiny to lambda al ulus is generated. When we examine the stru ture of
the generated ompiling fun tion C we noti e a strong resemblan e with
that of the semanti fun tion C . Those operators annotated as residual in
gure 9 have been repla ed by the orresponding ode generating a tions.
To emphasize the stru tural similarities we have hanged the ma hine
generated names into names lose to those of C . Figure 12 ontains the
part that ompiles ommands as generated by ma hine. Figure 11 ontains
a part of the generated ompiling fun tion C synta ti ally sugared. As in
se tion 4.1.2, we use for brevity the syntax-font in itation marks: \",
\", . . . instead of writing build-, build- . . . . To redu e the number of
quotes we write \if =  0" instead of quoting all onstru tors in the term.
A omparison of gures 8 and 11 shows that in the generated ompiler the
run-time (residual) a tions of the interpreter have been repla ed by ode
building operations.
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4.3.1

Performan e

The table below shows the run-times of our example programs. In the
following, fa denotes the fatorial program written in Tiny, target denotes
the fa torial residual program ( gure 10), tiny denotes the Tiny-interpreter,
omp denotes the generated Tiny- ompiler. All the timings are measured in
Sun 3/50 pu millise onds using Chez S heme.
run
L tiny [fa ,6℄
L target 6
L mix [tiny,fa ℄
L omp fa
L mix [mix,tiny℄
L ogen tiny
L mix [mix,mix℄
L ogen mix

run-time ratio
=
70
= 720
10
7.0
=
700
= target
20 35.0
=
17600
= omp
380 46.3
=
64600
= ogen
1330 48.6

The table below shows the sizes of our example programs. The sizes are
measured as the number of ons ells + the number of atoms in the Sexpressions representing the programs in Chez S heme.
program size ratio
fa
71
target
221
3.1
tiny
743
omp
927
1.3
mix
3206
ogen
3811
1.2
From the two tables above (and the tables in se tion 4.1.4) we see that in the
ase where mix performs a ompilation from Tiny to lambda al ulus the
size ratio is signi antly larger and the speed-up smaller than in all other
ases. In the ase of self- ompilation there is a anoni al target program|
whi h our methods produ e|but this is generally not the ase for other
ompilation tasks. When programs written in arbitrary programming languages are translated into lambda al ulus it is not lear (nor always true)
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that the target program derived from the sour e and an interpreter in the
straightforward way is the best. Therefore to get really good results some
post pro essing, like globalization of parameters, is likely to be needed. Alternatively, the interpreters an be written with expli it attention to the fa t
that they will be partially evaluated. This, however, requires good insight
into the partial evaluation algorithm.
5

Perspe tives and Con lusions

5.1

Related Work

The present work overlaps with two areas: partial evaluation (and its re ent
o spring: BTA) that has emphasized automati program optimization and
transformation; and semanti s-dire ted ompiler generation, whose main
goal has been to take as input a denotational semanti s de nition of a programming language, and to obtain automati ally a ompiler that eÆ iently
implements the de ned language.
5.1.1

Partial Evaluation

Early work in partial evaluation viewed partial evaluation as an optimizing phase in a ompiler ( onstant folding), as a devi e for in remental omputations [Lombardi 1967℄, or as a method to transform imperative Lisp programs [Be kman et al. 1976℄. The latter system was able to
handle FUNARGs, but it was not self-appli able (although the Red ompile program amounts to a hand-written version of ogen). Later work
aimed to partially evaluate higher-order and imperative S heme programs
[S hooler 1984, Guzowski 1988℄, but did not a hieve self-appli ation. Ershov and Itkin have proved orre tness of a partial evaluation s hemes
for a ow hart language [Ershov and Itkin 1977℄, but the s hemes did
not allow transfer of stati information a ross dynami onditionals. In
[Hansen and Tra 1989℄ an evaluation strategy that involves spe ialization
of rst order fun tions is proved orre t.
The potential of self-appli ation was realized independently in Japan
and the Soviet Union [Futamura 1971, Tur hin 1980, Ershov 1978℄ in the
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early 1970's and experiments were made without on lusive results. The
rst non-trivial self-appli ation was realized in 1984 [Jones et al. 1985,
Jones et al. 1989℄ for rst order re ursive equations. Sin e then several
other self-appli able systems have been developed ([Bondorf 1989℄ for programs in the form of term rewriting systems, [Gomard and Jones 1989℄
for a simple imperative language, [Fuller and Abramsky 1988℄ for Prolog,
[Romanenko 1988℄ for a subset of Tur hin's Refal language, [Consel 1988℄
and [Bondorf and Danvy 1989℄ for stronger systems handling rst order
S heme programs).
These systems are reasonably eÆ ient for rst order languages, the generated ompilers were typi ally between 3 and 10 times faster than ompiling
by partial evaluation of an interpreter.
Re ent work by Bondorf extends that of [Bondorf and Danvy 1989℄. The
result is a self-appli able partial evaluator for higher order subset of S heme
where user-named fun tions are spe ialized with respe t to higher order
values [Bondorf 1990℄. This ability makes Bondorf and Danvy's system more
powerful than ours, the pri e being that it is far more ompli ated. The
system begins with a BTA that uses a losure analysis along the lines of
[Sestoft 1989℄, prior to a traditional abstra t interpretation based binding
time analysis. The losure analysis yields ontrol ow information that is
used to determine whi h program parts must be dynami as a onsequen e
of something else being dynami . Several other stati program analyses
are performed, for example to dete t and avoid ode dupli ation. This
abstra t interpretation based approa h provides an alternative to the one
proposed by us in se tion 3.2: to annotate type terms with some program
point information.
The resulting system is surely of more pra ti al utility than ours, espeially in a S heme ontext. In ontrast our system uses the lassi al lambda
al ulus, and in our opinion illustrates a fundamental prin iple: that orre tness of binding time annotations is well viewed as type orre tness, and
that BTA an be done by type inferen e. Further, we have onstru ted a
omplete orre tness proof.
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5.1.2

Binding Time Analysis

Some basi ideas saw the light of day in [Jones and Mu hni k 1978℄ but
binding time analysis was not re ognized as a entral on ept before the
expli it use of binding time information in [Jones et al. 1985℄ gave a breakthrough in pra ti e. Sin e then binding time analysis has be ome a main
ingredient in all self-appli able partial evaluation systems, and it has beome a resear h area on its own. The reasons why binding time analysis is
essential for eÆ ient self-appli ation are detailed in [Bondorf et al. 1988℄.
The Nielsons have written several interesting papers on binding time
analysis of a typed lambda al ulus, e.g., [Nielson and Nielson 1988b℄. They
introdu e a well-formedness riterion for typed two-level lambda expression.
In their approa h it is ne essary for x to be of run-time kind for x . body
to be well-formed. This is quite parallel to our demand that x must have
type ode. Similarly, it is ne essary for x to be of ompile-time kind for x
. body to be well-formed. Their run-time type system is not \ at" as is our
ode, but has fun tion types, produ ts, et .. In their framework there is no
onstru t like our lift, whi h to us seems ne essary in pra ti e, for example
to write an interpreter suited for partial evaluation. As we saw in se tion
2.5.1, the presen e of lift ompli ates the notion of best ompletion and alls
for more work.
In [Mogensen 1989℄ a binding time analysis for polymorphi ally typed
higher
order languages is devised. In ontrast with [Nielson and Nielson 1988b℄
(and us), Mogensen uses an abstra t losure onsisting of the fun tion name
and the binding times for the free variables to des ribe the binding time of a
fun tion. Neither [Mogensen 1989℄ nor [Nielson and Nielson 1988b℄ develop
a partial evaluator.
5.1.3

Semanti s-dire ted

ompiler generation

The pathbreaking work in this eld was SIS: the Semanti s Implementation
System of [Mosses 1979℄. SIS implements a pure version of the untyped
lambda al ulus using the all by need redu tion strategy. Compiling from
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a denotational semanti s is done by translating the de nition into a lambda
expression, applying the result to the sour e program, and simplifying the
result by redu ing wherever possible. This is learly a form of partial evaluation. SIS has a powerful notation for writing de nitions, but it is unfortunately extremely slow, and is prone to in nite loops when using, for
example, re ursively de ned environments. In our opinion this is be ause
the redu tion strategy is \on-line", and the problem ould be eliminated by
annotations su h as we have used. (Choosing annotations to avoid nontermination and ode dupli ation is admittedly a hallenging problem, but we
feel it is one that should be solved before doing partial evaluation rather
than during it.)
Systems based on the pure (typed) lambda al ulus in lude
[Paulson 1982, Weis 1987, Nielson and Nielson 1988a℄. The rst uses partial
evaluation at ompile time. It is onsiderably faster at ompile time than
SIS, but still very slow at run time. Weis's system [Weis 1987℄ is probably
the fastest in this ategory that has been used on large language de nitions.
In the Nielsons's work so far, the greatest emphasis has been on orre tness
rather than eÆ ien t running systems.
Systems by Pleban and Appel [Pleban 1984, Appel 1985℄ a hieve greater
run-time eÆ ien y at the expense of less pure semanti languages { one for
ea h language de nition in the former ase, and a lambda al ulus variant
with spe ial treatment of environments and stores in the latter. Finally
Wand's methodology is very powerful [Wand 1984, Wand 1982℄, but it seems
to require so mu h leverness from the user that it is not lear how it may
be automated.
The main strength of our system is that is simple enough to be understood and proven orre t and yet able to perform non-trivial ompilation
and ompiler generation. The main weakness of our system seems to be
that there is still a long way to the generation of \real" ompilers, e.g. generating target ode nearer to ma hine level, and applying the many forms
of analysis and optimization seen in handwritten ompilers. We think that
we have a lear understanding of basi prin iples for ompiler generation by
partial evaluation, but to get past the toy level some hard work remains.
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5.2
5.2.1

Future Work
Target Code Quality

All target programs generated by our system are written in the lambda
al ulus and though lambda al ulus an be implemented quite eÆ iently,
this is a sour e of ineÆ ien y sin e it is far from traditional ma hine arhite tures. One possibility is to apply relevant optimizing transformations to the lambda al ulus target programs, su h as globalization of
[S hmidt 1985, Sestoft 1989℄, dete tion of tail re ursion et ., and to ompile the target program into ma hine ode.
To avoid this two pass style the ma hine ode an be generated during
partial evaluation as in [Holst 1988℄. In our frame-work the idea is to rede ne the fun tions build-, build- . . . su h that they onstru t a pie e
of ma hine ode instead of a lambda expression. One might de ne, for
example, that build-if( 1 , 2 , 3 ) =

1

jump-null?

label1;

jump

label2;

2

label1:
label2:

3

A problem with this approa h is that it is not (immediately) possible
to apply transformations that require global analysis of the target program.
An interesting idea [S hmidt 1988℄ is to examine the subje t program for
useful properties before partial evaluation, and let the partial evaluation
phase use these properties to generate better ode. A natural andidate for
su h an analysis is the dete tion of single-threaded variables in a language
de nition. In [Bondorf and Danvy 1989℄ a partial evaluator that an handle
the presen e of global variables is des ribed.
5.2.2

Spe ialization of Named Combinators

The fundamental on ept in most partial evaluators, and one whi h we do
not use in any expli it way, is that of program point spe ialization. The idea
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is that if, say, a binary fun tion f x y = body at partial evaluation time is
seen to be alled with a stati rst argument (say 2) and a dynami se ond
argument, then a fun tion f2 y = optimized-body is added to the residual
program. We all f a program point (in an imperative language a program
point is a label), and we all the pair (f, 2) a spe ialized program point. A
partial evaluator often uses two sets pending and out to keep tra k of the
spe ialized program points for whi h ode must be or has been generated.
Program point spe ialization has some advantages over our approa h:
Code need only be generated on e for ea h spe ialized program point and it
is thus easier to ontrol ode dupli ation. Some appli ations of partial evaluation rely heavily on sharing spe ialized fun tions in the residual program
[Consel and Danvy 1989℄, but we have seen that ompilation and ompiler
generation an be done nontrivially without this sharing.
A larger lass of programs an be partially evaluated nontrivially (see
example 14). There are also some disadvantages: The partial evaluator beomes more ompli ated, termination problems get harder, and sin e the two
sets pending and out inevitably are dynami the results of self-appli ation
are not as ni e as the ones we get.

Example 14

Consider A kermann's fun tion

a k 0 n = n+1
a k m 0 = a k (m{1) 1
a k m n = a k (m{1) (a k m (n{1))

and suppose that m is known to have the value 2. With spe ialization of
named fun tions we an get the following residual program (about twi e as
fast as the original):
a
a
a
a

k1
k1
k2
k2

0=
n=
0=
n=

2
(a k1 (n{1)) + 1
3
a k1 (a k2 (n{1))
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The introdu tion of spe ialized named fun tions, a k1 and a k2 is ru ial to
the quality of the residual program. Without program point spe ialization
no optimization would have o urred, sin e a residual x an only de ne
one fun tion at a time, and three were used above. 2 Ex14
5.2.3

Appli ations of BTA

The job of the BTA is to repla e just enough of the program's operators
with their residual ounterparts so the non-residual program parts are welltyped. We now dis uss some possible appli ations of su h a BTA algorithm
that have nothing to do with partial evaluation.
If a BTA algorithm was applied to a well-typed program with no free
variables of type ode, the result would be that of ordinary monomorphi
type he king, namely a message of a eptan e together with the program's
type. If the BTA a epted a program to be (normally) exe uted without
adding any annotations, it would mean that all type he ks during evaluation
ould safely be omitted. This is the motivation for having strongly typed
languages.
Untyped languages like S heme are ompiled to ma hine ode that has
type he ks at run-time, though many of the type he ks ould easily be
seen in advan e always to su eed. For example, when an interpreter is
run, it is lear that the synta ti dispat h will never make a type error as
long as the input is atomi , and the environment lookup an also be seen
to su eed. If BTA was applied to su h an interpreter, some operators
would be made residual (see se tion 3.1). For some of these operators type
he king ode should be generated, but no su h ode is needed for the rest.
We suspe t this ould yield some speed-up sin e Lisp and S heme programs
often make limited use of untyped features, whi h are of ourse enough to
make a traditional type he ker fail.
A BTA algorithm ould also be used instead of a traditional type he ker
to allow better type error messages to be given. Consider the interpreter
from se tion 3.1, whi h would not pass a traditional type he ker without
annotations. We believe that seeing the well-annotated interpreter text:
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E = exp..

ase exp of
var(id)
: (id)
app(exp1 ,exp2 ) : (E exp1 )  (E exp2 )
abs(x,exp1 )
: val.(E exp1 (id. if id=x then val else (id)))

together with the information that exp has type base,  has type base
! ode, and E has type base ! (base ! ode) ! ode, is mu h more useful
to the user than the traditional error message: \failed to unify ...." followed
by two type terms.
5.3

Con lusion

We have solved the open problem of developing and implementing a
self-appli able partial evaluator for a higher order language (and so has
[Bondorf 1990℄). As programming language, we used an untyped lambda
al ulus with a xed point operator and an expli it onditional. The solution
turned out to be surprisingly simple and one reason for this is that we found
it unne essary to spe ialize program points to obtain nontrivial results. The
main area of appli ation of our methods is the automati transformation of
interpretive language spe i ations into ompilers. From denotational de nitions of small languages our partial evaluator an generate ompilers with
a very natural stru ture |they look almost \handwritten".
As in other su essful partial evaluation proje ts we use annotations
added in a prephase to guide partial evaluation. We introdu ed the on ept
of well-annotatedness by means of a type system to ensure that the partial
evaluator does not ommit errors during partial evaluation. This approa h
also gives a new approa h to the problem of ensuring niteness of partial
evaluation. Ideas for a binding time analysis have been dis ussed, and an
implementation will be des ribed in part II of this paper.
We tried the partial evaluator on two small language de nitions and
investigated the stru ture of the generated ompilers. The ompilers, as
well as the generated ompiler generator, were found to be readable|if the
ma hine generated names are manually hanged!
[Gomard 1989℄ and part II of this arti le ontain a detailed proof of a
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entral theorem: the orre tness of partial evaluation. This theorem guarantees that ompilers generated from a language de nition will always be
faithful to the programming language semanti s. It also ontains a proof
that there is a unique \best" way to annotate a given program (without
lifts).
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A

A Mix Session

> (define (fix f) (lambda (a) ((f (fix f)) a)))
fix
> (define L-interpreter-in-S heme
; S heme ode implementing L
(fix (lambda (e)
(lambda (exp)
(lambda (env)
(if (atom? exp)
(env exp)
(((lambda (head-exp)
(lambda (tail-exp)
(if ((eq? head-exp) ' onst)
( ar tail-exp)
(if ((eq? head-exp) 'lam)
(lambda (value)
((e (take-body exp))
(lambda (y)
(if ((eq? y) (take-var exp))
value
(env y)))))
(if ...
L-interpreter-in-S heme
> (define L
(lambda (pgm d1 d2)
((L-interpreter-in-S heme pgm)
(lambda (id)
(if (eq? id 'x1)
d1
(if (eq? id 'x2)
d2
(initial-env id)))))))
L

;
;
;
;
;
;
;

S heme ode implementing L.
pgm is expe ted to have two free
variables, x1 and x2.
the standard initial environment
is extended with the bindings
[x1 -> d2, x2 -> d2℄

> (define power
; power omputes x2 to the x1'st (L ode)
'( ( (fix (lam p (lam n (lam x
(if ( ( eq? n) ( onst 0))
( onst 1)
( ( * x)
( ( p ( ( - n) ( onst 1))) x)))))))
x1) x2))
power
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> (L power ( onst 2) ( onst 3))
9
> (define E '(fix (lam E (lam exp (lam env
; ore of the self-interpreter for L
(if ( atom? exp)
( env exp)
( ( (lam head-exp (lam tail-exp
(if ( ( eq? head-exp) ( onst onst))
( ar tail-exp)
(if ( ( eq? head-exp) ( onst lam))
(lam value ( ( E ( take-body exp))
(lam y (if ( ( eq? y)
( take-var exp))
value
( env y)))))
(if ( ( eq? head-exp) ( onst ))
( ( ( E ( ar tail-exp)) env)
( ( E ( adr tail-exp)) env))
(if ( ( eq? head-exp) ( onst if))
(if ( ( E ( ar tail-exp)) env)
( ( E ( adr tail-exp)) env)
( ( E ( addr tail-exp)) env))
(if ( ( eq? head-exp) ( onst fix))
(fix ( ( E ( ar tail-exp)) env))
( ( error exp) ( onst "Wrong syntax"))
)))))))
( ar exp))
( dr exp))))))))
E
; x1 must be bound to a binary L-pro> (define self-int `( ( ,E x1)
; gram, x2 to a pair (d1, d2) of the
(lam id
; input to program x1
(if ( ( eq? id) ( onst x1))
( ar x2)
(if ( ( eq? id) ( onst x2))
( dr x2)
( ,i-env-txt id))))))
self-int
> (L self-int power ( ons ( onst 2) ( onst 3)))
9
> (define T '(fix (lam T (lam exp (lam env
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; evaluator for 2-level L

T

(if ( atom? exp)
( env exp)
( ( (lam head-exp (lam tail-exp
(if ( ( eq? head-exp) ( onst onst))
( ar tail-exp)
(if ( ( eq? head-exp) ( onst onst-r))
( build- onst ( ar tail-exp))
(if ( ( eq? head-exp) ( onst lam))
(lam value ( ( T ( take-body exp))
(lam y (if ( ( eq? y)
( take-var exp))
value
( env y)))))
(if ( ( eq? head-exp) ( onst lam-r))
( (lam par
( ( build-lam par)
( ( T ( adr tail-exp))
(lam x ...

; mix takes two arguments x1 & x2. x1 is a
; binary L-program and x2 is the first input
; to x1. Thus x1 is T-evaluated with its first
; free variable (also named x1!) bound to input
> (define mix `( ( ,T x1)
; x2, and its se ond variable (named x2) bound
(lam id
; to its own name.
(if ( ( eq? id) ( onst x1))
x2
(if ( ( eq? id) ( onst x2))
( onst x2)
; x2 is bound to the varible
( ,i-env-txt id)))))) ; name x2. The residual program
mix
; thus has free variable, x2.
> (define power-ann
'( ( (fix (lam p (lam n (lam x
(if ( ( eq? n) ( onst 0))
( onst 1)
(-r (-r *-r x)
( ( p ( ( - n) ( onst 1))) x)))))))
x1) x2))
power-ann
> (L mix power-ann ( onst 2))
( ( * x2) ( ( * x2) 1))
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; the definition of E-ann is
> (define self-int-ann `( ( ,E-ann x1)
; not in this session. (Essen(lam id
; tially a subset of T-ann.)
(if ( ( eq? id) ( onst x1))
(-r ar-r x2)
(if ( ( eq? id) ( onst x2))
(-r dr-r x2)
( ,i-env-ann id))))))
self-int-ann
> (define power-target (L mix sint-ann power))
power-target
> power-target
( ( (fix (lam value-001
(lam value-002
(lam value-003
(if ( ( eq? value-002) ( onst 0))
( onst 1)
( ( * value-003)
( ( value-001
( ( - value-002) ( onst 1)))
value-003)))))))
( ar x2))
( dr x2))
; The residual program of the self-interpreter, power-target, has one free
; variable x2. This variable should be bound to the pair of input values
; (d1, d2) to the program power.
> (L power-target 'dummy ( ons ( onst 2) ( onst 3)))
9
> (define T-ann '(fix (lam mix (lam exp (lam env
(if ( atom? exp)
( env exp)
( ( (lam head-exp (lam tail-exp
(if ( ( eq? head-exp) ( onst onst))
( lift ( ar tail-exp))
(if ...
T-ann
> (define mix-ann `( ( ,T-ann x1)
(lam id
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; Full listing in appendix B

mix-ann

(if ( ( eq? id) ( onst x1))
x2
(if ( ( eq? id) ( onst x2))
( onst-r x2)
( ,i-env-ann id))))))

> (define self- ompiler (L mix mix-ann sint-ann))
self- ompiler
; The self- ompiler has one free variable, x2. The program to ompile is
; bound to this variable.
> (define power-target1 (L self- ompiler 'dummy power))
power-target1
> (equal? power-target power-target1)
#t
> (define ogen (L mix mix-ann mix-ann))
ogen
> (define self- ompiler1 (L ogen 'dummy sint-ann))
self- ompiler1
> (equal? self- ompiler self- ompiler1)
#t
>
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B

T Annotated

(fix (lam T
(lam exp (lam env
(if (atom? exp)
(env exp)
(((lam head-exp (lam tail-exp
(if ((eq? head-exp) ( onst onst))
(lift ( ar tail-exp))
(if ((eq? head-exp) ( onst onst-r))
(-r build- onst-r (lift ( ar tail-exp)))
(if ((eq? head-exp) ( onst lam))
(lam-r value ((T (take-body exp))
(lam y (if ((eq? y)
(take-var exp))
value
(env y)))))
(if ((eq? head-exp) ( onst lam-r))
(-r (lam-r par
(-r (-r build-lam-r par)
((T ( adr tail-exp))
(lam x
(if ((eq? x)
( ar tail-exp))
par
(env x))))))
(-r new-name-r ( onst-r nil)))
(if ((eq? head-exp) ( onst ))
(-r ((T ( ar tail-exp)) env)
((T ( adr tail-exp)) env))
(if ((eq? head-exp) ( onst -r))
(-r (-r build-app-r ((T ( ar tail-exp)) env))
((T ( adr tail-exp)) env))
(if ((eq? head-exp) ( onst if))
(if-r ((T ( ar tail-exp)) env)
((T ( adr tail-exp)) env)
((T ( addr tail-exp)) env))
(if ((eq? head-exp) ( onst if-r))
(-r (-r (-r build-if-r
((T ( ar tail-exp)) env))
((T ( adr tail-exp)) env))
((T ( addr tail-exp)) env))
(if ((eq? head-exp) ( onst fix))
(fix-r ((T ( ar tail-exp)) env))
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( ar exp))
( dr exp)))))))

C

(if ((eq? head-exp) ( onst fix-r))
(-r build-fix-r ((T ( ar tail-exp)) env))
(-r (-r error-r exp)
( onst-r "Wrong syntax"))
))))))))))))

The Generated Self-Compiler

Below is a printing of the generated self- ompiler. We have done very little
editing as you an see, the only major thing was to remove most of the
endless ase-analysis of predi ned fun tions. The ompiler takes its input
through the free variable x2.
(((fix (lam v-33 (lam v-34 (lam v-35
(if (atom? v-34)
(v-35 v-34)
(((lam v-36
(lam v-37
(if ((eq? v-36) ( onst onst))
(lift ( ar v-37))
(if ((eq? v-36)
( onst lam))
((lam par-38
((build-lam par-38)
((v-33 (take-body v-34))
(lam v-39
(if ((eq? v-39)
(take-var v-34))
par-38
(v-35 v-39))))))
(new-name ( onst nil)))
(if ((eq? v-36) ( onst ))
((build-app
((v-33 ( ar v-37)) v-35))
((v-33 ( adr v-37)) v-35))
(if ((eq? v-36) ( onst if))
(((build-if
((v-33 ( ar v-37)) v-35))
((v-33 ( adr v-37)) v-35))
((v-33 ( addr v-37)) v-35))
(if ((eq? v-36) ( onst fix))
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(build-fix
((v-33 ( ar v-37)) v-35))
((build-app
((build-app ( onst error)) v-34))
( onst-r "Wrong syntax")))))))))

( ar v-34))
( dr v-34)))))))
x2)
(lam v-32
(if ((eq? v-32) ( onst asso ))
( onst asso )
(if ((eq? v-32) ( onst atom?))
( onst atom?)
(if ((eq? v-32) ( onst ar))
( onst ar)
(if ((eq? v-32) ( onst dr))
( onst dr)
(if ((eq? v-32) ( onst adr))
( onst adr)
(if ((eq? v-32) ( onst addr))
( onst addr)
(if ((eq? v-32) ( onst ons))
( onst ons)
(if ((eq? v-32)
( onst eq?))
( onst eq?)
(if ((eq? v-32)
( onst build-lam))
( onst build-lam)
(if ((eq? v-32)
( onst build-app))
(if ....

and so on ad nauseam . . . (539 lines more.)
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D

The Generated Compiler Generator

Below is a printing of the generated ompiler generator. We have done
very little editing (as you an see), the only major thing being that we
have removed most of the endless ase-analysis of prede ned fun tions. The
ompiler generator takes its input through the free variable x2.
(((fix
(lam v-165 (lam v-166 (lam v-167
(if (atom? v-166)
(v-167 v-166)
(((lam v-168
(lam v-169
(if ((eq? v-168) ( onst onst))
(lift ( ar v-169))
(if ((eq? v-168) ( onst onst-r))
((build-app ( onst build- onst))
(lift ( ar v-169)))
(if ((eq? v-168)
( onst lam))
((lam par-172
((build-lam par-172)
((v-165 (take-body v-166))
(lam v-173
(if ((eq? v-173)
(take-var v-166))
par-172
(v-167 v-173))))))
(new-name ( onst nil)))
(if ((eq? v-168) ( onst lam-r))
((build-app
((lam par-170
((build-lam par-170)
((build-app
((build-app
( onst build-lam))
par-170))
((v-165
( adr v-169))
(lam v-171
(if ((eq? v-171)
( ar v-169))
par-170
(v-167 v-171)))))))
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( ar v-166))
( dr v-166)))))))
x2)
(lam v-164

(new-name ( onst nil))))
((build-app ( onst new-name))
(build- onst nil)))
(if ((eq? v-168)
( onst ))
((build-app
((v-165 ( ar v-169)) v-167))
((v-165 ( adr v-169)) v-167))
(if ((eq? v-168) ( onst -r))
((build-app
((build-app ( onst build-app))
((v-165 ( ar v-169)) v-167)))
((v-165 ( adr v-169)) v-167))
(if ((eq? v-168) ( onst if))
(((build-if ((v-165 ( ar v-169))
v-167))
((v-165 ( adr v-169)) v-167))
((v-165 ( addr v-169)) v-167))
(if ((eq? v-168) ( onstif-r))
((build-app
((build-app
((build-app
( onst build-if))
((v-165 ( ar v-169))
v-167)))
((v-165 ( adr v-169))
v-167)))
((v-165 ( addrv-169))
v-167))
(if ((eq? v-168) ( onst fix))
(build-fix
((v-165 ( ar v-169)) v-167))
(if ((eq? v-168) ( onst fix-r))
((build-app
( onst build-fix))
((v-165 ( ar v-169)) v-167))
((build-app
((build-app ( onst error))
v-166))
( onst-r "Wrong syntax"))))))))))))))
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(if ((eq? v-164) ( onst asso ))
( onst asso )
(if ((eq? v-164) ( onst atom?))
( onst atom?)
(if ((eq? v-164) ( onst ar))
( onst ar)
(if ((eq? v-164) ( onst dr))
( onst dr)
(if ((eq? v-164) ( onst adr))
( onst adr)
(if ((eq? v-164) ( onst addr))
( onst addr)
(if ...

and so on ad nauseam . . . (538 lines more.)
E

Tiny Interpreter

Below is the listing of the annotatated Tiny interpreter that we have used
to ompile and generate ompilers.
(lam program
((lam e ((lam d ((lam
((lam var-de l
((lam statement-part
((lam var-env
(-r (( statement-part) var-env)
( onst-r new-store)))
((d ( dr var-de l)) ( onst 0))))
(take-statement-part program)))
(take-var-de l program)))
(fix (lam (lam om (lam var-env (lam-r store
(if (seq? om)
(-r (( (se ond- om om)) var-env)
(-r (( (first- om om)) var-env) store))
(if (assign? om)
(-r (-r (-r update-r
(var-env (take-id om)))
(((e (take-ass-exp om)) var-env) store))
store)
(if (while? om)
(-r (fix-r (lam-r f
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(lam-r store
(if-r (-r (-r eq?-r
( onst-r 0))
(((e (take- ond-exp
om))
var-env)
store))
store
(-r f (-r
((
(take-while-body om))
var-env)
store)))))) store)
(-r (-r error "Illegal ommand") om)))))))))))
(fix (lam d (lam var-list (lam lo ation
(if (null? var-list)
(lam x ( onst no-lo ation))
(lam y
(if ((eq? y) ( ar var-list))
lo ation
(((d ( dr var-list)) (1+ lo ation)) y))))))))))
(fix (lam e (lam exp (lam var-env (lam store
(if (number? exp)
exp
(if (is-var? exp)
(-r (-r ( onst-r a ess) (var-env exp)) store)
(-r (-r ((lam id (if ((eq? id) ( onst *))
*-r
(if ((eq? id) ( onst -))
--r
error-r)))
(op-name exp))
(((e (arg1 exp)) var-env) store))
(((e (arg2 exp)) var-env) store)))))))))))
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F

The Generated Tiny Compiler

Below is a listing of the generated Tiny to lambda al ulus ompiler.
(lam v-62
((lam v-68
((lam v-74
((lam v-81
((lam v-82
((lam v-83
((lam v-84
(((v-81

v-83)
v-84)
(build- onst
( onst
new-store))))

((v-74
( dr v-82))
( onst 0))))
(take-statement-part v-62)))
(take-var-de l v-62)))
(fix (lam v-75 (lam v-76 (lam v-77 (lam v-78
(if (seq? v-76)
(((v-75 (se ond- om v-76)) v-77)
(((v-75 (first- om v-76)) v-77) v-78))
(if (assign? v-76)
((build-app
((build-app
((build-app ( onst update))
(v-77 (take-id v-76))))
(((v-68 (take-ass-exp v-76)) v-77)
v-78)))
v-78)
(if (while? v-76)
((build-app (build-fix
((lam par-79
((build-lam par-79)
((lam par-80
((build-lam par-80)
(((build-if
((build-app
((build-app ( onst eq?))
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(build- onst ( onst 0))))
(((v-68 (take- ond-exp v-76))
v-77)
par-80)))
par-80)
((build-app par-79)
(((v-75 (take-while-body v-76))
v-77)
par-80)))))
(new-name ( onst nil)))))
(new-name ( onst nil)))))
v-78)
((build-app
((build-app error)
(error "Illegal ommand"))) v-76)))))))))))
(fix (lam v-69 (lam v-70 (lam v-71
(if (null? v-70)
(lam v-73 ( onst no-lo ation))
(lam v-72
(if ((eq? v-72) ( ar v-70))
v-71
(((v-69 ( dr v-70))
(1+ v-71))
v-72))))))))))
(fix (lam v-63 (lam v-64 (lam v-65 (lam v-66
(if (number? v-64)
(lift v-64)
(if (is-var? v-64)
((build-app
((build-app ( onst a ess))
(lift (v-65 v-64))))
v-66)
((build-app
((build-app
((lam v-67
(if ((eq? v-67) ( onst *))
( onst mult)
(if ((eq? v-67) ( onst -))
( onst minus)
( onst error))))
(op-name v-64)))
(((v-63 (arg1 v-64)) v-65) v-66)))
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(((v-63 (arg2 v-64)) v-65) v-66)))))))))))
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 (x) = T
 ` x: T
 [x 7! T2 ℄ ` texp: T1
 ` x . texp: T2 ! T1
 ` texp1 : T2 ! T1 ,  ` texp2 : T2
 ` texp1  texp2 : T1
 ` texp: (T1 ! T2 ) ! (T1 ! T2 )
 ` x texp: (T1 ! T2 )
 ` texp1 : base,  ` texp2 : T,  ` texp3 : T
 ` if texp1 texp2 texp3 : T
 ` onst : base
 [x 7! ode℄ ` texp: ode
 ` x . texp: ode
 ` texp1 : ode,  ` texp2 : ode
 ` texp1  texp2 : ode
 ` texp: ode
 ` x texp: ode
 ` texp1 : ode,  ` texp2 : ode,  ` texp3 : ode
 ` if texp1 texp2 texp3 : ode
 ` onst : ode


` texp: base
` lift texp: ode



Figure 3: Type Rules Che king Well-annotatedness
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(fix (lam sint
(lam exp (lam env
(if (atom? exp)
(env exp)
(((lam head-of-exp (lam tail-of-exp
(if ((eq? head-of-exp) ( onst onst))
(lift ( ar tail-of-exp))
(if ((eq? head-of-exp) ( onst lam))
(lam-r value ((sint (take-body exp))
(lam y (if ((eq? y) (take-var exp))
value
(env y)))))
(if ((eq? head-of-exp) ( onst ))
(-r ((sint ( ar tail-of-exp)) env)
((sint ( adr tail-of-exp)) env))
(if ((eq? head-of-exp) ( onst if))
(if-r ((sint ( ar tail-of-exp)) env)
((sint ( adr tail-of-exp)) env)
((sint ( addr tail-of-exp)) env))
(if ((eq? head-of-exp) ( onst fix))
(fix-r ((sint ( ar tail-of-exp)) env))
(-r (-r error-r exp)
(lift ( onst "Wrong syntax"))))))))))
( ar exp))
( dr exp)))))))

Figure 4: Well-Annotated Lambda Cal ulus Self-Interpreter

Program p:
(fix (lam fib (lam x
(if ((< x)
( onst
((+ (fib
(fib

( onst 2))
1)
((- x) ( onst 1))))
((- x) ( onst 2))))))))

Program r = L mix [sint, p℄:
(fix (lam value-6 (lam value-7
(if ((< value-7) ( onst 2))
( onst 1)
((+ (value-6 ((- value-7) ( onst 1))))
(value-6 ((- value-7) ( onst 2))))))))

Figure 5: Fibona i And Fibona i
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(if ((eq? head-of-exp) ( onst lam))
((lam name
((build-lam name)
(( ompile (take-body exp))
(lam id (if ((eq? id) (take-var exp))
name
(env id))))))
(new-name ( onst nil)))
(if ((eq? head-of-exp) ( onst ))
((build-app (( ompile ( ar tail-of-exp)) env))
(( ompile ( adr tail-of-exp)) env))))

Figure 6: Compilation of Abstra tions and Appli ations

(if ((eq? head-of-exp) ( onst ))
((build-app (( ogen ( ar tail-of-exp)) env))
(( ogen ( adr tail-of-exp)) env))
(if ((eq? head-of-exp) ( onst -r))
((build-app
((build-app ( onst build-app))
(( ogen ( ar tail-of-exp)) env)))
(( ogen ( adr tail-of-exp)) env))))

Figure 7: Appli ation Treatment in the Compiler Generator
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Semanti Domains

Store
= Lo ation ! Nat
Environment = Variable ! Lo ation

P : program ! Store ! Store
P [ variables v1 ,. . . , vn; md℄ 

init

D: variable* ! Lo
D[ v1 ,. . . , vn℄ lo
D[ ℄ lo

=

C [ md℄ (D[ v1 ,. . . , vn℄

rst-lo ation) init

ation ! Environment
= id . id=v1 ! lo , D[ v2 ,. . . , vn ℄ (next-lo lo ) id
= x . errorlo

C : ommand ! Environment ! Store ! Store
C[ 1; 2℄  
= C [ 2 ℄  (C [ 1 ℄  )
C [ var := exp℄   = [(var) 7! E [ exp℄  ℄
C [ while exp do ℄   = ( x f . 1 . E [ exp℄  =0 !  f(C [ ℄  1 )) 
E : expression ! Environment ! Store ! Nat
... as usual ...

Figure 8: Tiny Semanti s
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(fix (lam
(lam om (lam rho (lam-r store
(if (seq? om)
(-r (( (se ond- om om)) rho)
(-r (( (first- om om)) rho) store))
(if (assign? om)
(-r (-r (-r update-r (rho (take-id om)))
(((e (take-exp om)) rho) store))
store)
(if (while? om)
(-r (fix-r (lam-r f
(lam-r store
(if-r (-r (-r eq?-r ( onst-r 0))
(((e (take- ond om)) rho) store))
store
(-r f (-r (( (take-body om)) rho)
store)))) v))
store)
(-r (-r error "Illegal ommand") (lift om))))))))))

Figure 9: The semanti fun tion C in two-level lambda al ulus

((fix (lam fa
(lam store-1
(if ((eq? 0) ((a ess 1) store-1))
store-1
(fa
((lam store-3
(((update 1) ((- ((a ess 1) store-3)) 1)) store-3))
(((update 0)
((* ((a ess 0) store-1)) ((a ess 1) store-1)))
store-1)))))))
(((update 1) 6)
(((update 0) 1)
( onst new-store))))

Figure 10: Fa torial Residual Program
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C [ 1;
C
C

2℄ 

= let nn1 = new-name in
C [ 2 ℄  \" (C [ 1 ℄  \" nn1)
[ var := exp℄  = let nn1 = new-name in
\update" \" (var) \" (E [ exp℄  nn1) \" nn1
[ while exp ℄  = let nn1 = new-name
nn2 = new-name
nn3 = new-name in
(\ x" \" nn3 .\" nn2 . \if =  0" \" (E [ exp℄  nn2 )
nn2
nn3 \" (C [ ℄  \" nn2 )) \"nn1

Figure 11:

C

Synta ti ally Sugared
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(fix (lam
(lam om (lam rho
((lam new-name1
((build-lam new-name1)
(if (seq? om)
((build-app (( (se ond- om om)) rho))
((build-app (( (first- om om)) rho))
new-name1))
(if (assign? om)
((build-app
((build-app
((build-app ( onst update))
(rho (take-id om))))
(((e (take-ass-exp om)) rho) new-name1)))
new-name1)
(if (while? om)
((build-app (build-fix
((lam new-name2
((build-lam new-name2)
((lam new-name3
((build-lam new-name3)
(((build-if
((build-app
((build-app ( onst eq?))
(build- onst ( onst 0))))
(((e (take- ond-exp om)) rho)
new-name3)))
new-name3)
((build-app new-name2)
((build-app
(( (take-while-body om)) rho))
new-name3)))))
(new-name ( onst nil)))))
(new-name ( onst nil)))))
new-name1)
((build-app ((build-app error)
(error "Illegal ommand"))) om))))))
(new-name ( onst store)))))))

Figure 12: The Generated Compiling Fun tion C
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